
re-imagining meetings

When one of the largest financial institutions in the country wanted to improve 
its meeting infrastructure, they approached Actis with the mandate to create a 
solution perfectly tailored to their needs. We helped build a new infrastructure 
to support the need for real-time collaboration and the highest standards of 
reliability and security.

Building robust mission-critical infrastructure for 
meetings and video collaboration

re-imagining meetings



The Challenge
Our client – a leading financial institution in India — has its headquarters in Mumbai and key offices 
located across the country. Their business spans the financial ecosystem in the country through a wide 
range of financial services and products.

Actis was asked to help upgrade their collaboration infrastructure to allow for real-time review of 
financial information and to allow teams to meet, videoconference and share information more 
smoothly. Given the time-sensitive nature of global financial markets, high-reliability was also import-
ant to the management.

The upgraded meeting spaces that have been created are spread across 7 floors of the corporate 
headquarters.

Building state-of-the-art
meeting spaces



The Solution
Actis was asked to undertake the upgradation of meeting and collabora-
tion facilities at the organisation’s headquarters in Mumbai. The solu-
tion that Actis arrived at in consultation with the clients team delivers a 
robust infrastructure combined with some of the latest technologies to 
make meetings more effective.

The project involves a large divisible boardroom, the MD’s boardroom 
and four additional boardrooms spread across 7 floors. These rooms 
were envisaged post COVID as a safe way for senior management to 
continue meeting and collaborating.

To enhance each element of the video conferencing experience, the 
client decided to invest in some of the latest technologies for audio, 
video and conferencing elements.

This begins with the two large, adjoining 20-seat Boardrooms each of 
which has been equipped with 108” LED video wall displays for better 
viewing clarity in all lighting environments. The primary video wall dis-
plays also allow a lot of flexibility in how different types of content is 
presented. Each of the rooms also has secondary 49” LED displays 
which allow additional information to be displayed with great clarity.
Audio performance is also enhanced by the use of dual microphone 
types for video conferencing and non-video meetings. Ceiling micro-
phones are used exclusively for video calls and combined with a Dante 
AV bridge to ensure high clarity without echoes.
A dual-camera VC system with speaker tracking has been implemented 
to enhance the videoconferencing experience even further. This allows 
presenters to be visible even as they naturally move around the   
boardroom.

The 20 seater Boardroom – divided layout

Large 108” LED video wall display
for Boardroom



The Solution
More traditional microphones are embedded in the table in front of 
each participant and help capture audio when regular meetings are in 
progress. Networked AV technology allows content to be shared with 
great flexibility within the room and also to other meeting rooms or 
the organisations Atrium/Auditorium space for larger audiences.

Both boardrooms can also be combined when needed by a sliding 
partition, which lets them serve as a 56 seater multipurpose space. 
Rooms can be switched between combined and divided mode by the 
touch of a button. The room AV and lighting functionality can be con-
trolled conveniently via a touch panel and a custom-programmed 
control system.

The additional Boardrooms spread across other floors of the building 
have also been built to ensure that high-performance collaboration tools 
are available to teams across the organisation. Easy access to these 
rooms allows the teams to optimise productivity across multiple work-
flows, leading to benefits across the organisation.

They have high-quality large screen displays, document cameras, VC 
systems, a program audio system, wireless presentation, Networked AV, 
AV control, lighting control and room scheduling. The MD’s Boardroom 
has a 108” video wall display, while the other rooms have been equipped 
with 85” flat screens.

The combined 56 seater Boardroom – sliding 
partition

15 seater Boardrooms - easily accessible 
collaboration



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built
in speakers for video calling

75” dual touch interactive 
displays for VC and Meetings

Table-top Microphone

Cable cubby

Crestron Wall button panel

Touch screen controls for AV + VC

8-seater MD’s War Room: Cisco hardware based video collaboration21 seater MD’s Boardroom - with support for VC enabled collaboration

Ceiling Speakers

Ceiling Microphones for VC audio

Large 108”LED Video Wall Display

Button Keypad

Dual camera VC system with
Auto Speaker tracking

Custom Programmed Control System
for AV and Lighting

Cable Cubby

Intelligent Lighting Control

Ceiling Mounted
Document Camera



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built
in speakers for video calling

75” dual touch interactive 
displays for VC and Meetings

Table-top Microphone

Cable cubby

Crestron Wall button panel

Touch screen controls for AV + VC

8-seater MD’s War Room: Cisco hardware based video collaboration56 seat Boardrooms in combined mode

49” Secondary Displays
for content

Custom Programmed Control System
for AV and Lighting

Tabletop Microphones
for Audio Enhancement

Retractable Thru' Desk Microphone

Large 108” LED Video
Wall Display

Full Range Ceiling Speakers

Operable Partitions
Dual camera VC System with
Auto Speaker Tracking

Intelligent Lighting Control



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built
in speakers for video calling

75” dual touch interactive 
displays for VC and Meetings

Table-top Microphone

Cable cubby

Crestron Wall button panel

Touch screen controls for AV + VC

8-seater MD’s War Room: Cisco hardware based video collaboration20 seat Boardroom in Divided Mode

49” Secondary Displays
for content

Cable Cubby

Ceiling Microphones for VC audio

Large 108”LED Video Wall Display

Ceiling Speakers

Dual Camera VC System with
Auto Speaker Tracking

Intelligent Lighting Control

Ceiling Mounted
Document Camera



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built
in speakers for video calling

75” dual touch interactive 
displays for VC and Meetings

Table-top Microphone

Cable cubby

Crestron Wall button panel

Touch screen controls for AV + VC

8-seater MD’s War Room: Cisco hardware based video collaborationNOC Room

2x2 Video Wall

In-Speaker Wall



Cisco Room Kit Plus with built
in speakers for video calling

75” dual touch interactive 
displays for VC and Meetings

Table-top Microphone

Cable cubby

Crestron Wall button panel

Touch screen controls for AV + VC

8-seater MD’s War Room: Cisco hardware based video collaborationTop View - 56 seat Boardrooms in combined mode



The Final Impression
For organisations in the financial space, collaboration is key to success in an extremely dynamic mar-
ketplace and to ensure that a wide variety of stakeholders (customers, partners, analysts and media) 
have confidence in them.

The new AV infrastructure built by Actis provides them with a great deal of flexibility in how and where 
they can share content – both inside the collaboration spaces and across distinct collaboration spaces 
also. A number of AV and other technologies have been tightly integrated to ensure a high level of 
seamlessness and security.

The organisation is now able to provide wide access to state-of-the-art collaboration tools across its 
headquarters, and is in the process of adding more at its offices in other cities.

Building state-of-the-art
meeting spaces




